The Kronecker theorem on forms over an integral domain is a consequence of integral closure. We refer the reader to [l ]l for a proof and other references. We have failed to find in the literature a statement of the converse of this result and consequently shall here prove that integral closure is a consequence of a relatively weak form with ßjEk. We select wE0 such that wßjE0 for all j and have vwh(X) = (vX -u)(wXm~l + wßiXm-2 + ■ ■ ■ + wßm-i).
The Kronecker theorem on forms over an integral domain is a consequence of integral closure. We refer the reader to [l ]l for a proof and other references. We have failed to find in the literature a statement of the converse of this result and consequently shall here prove that integral closure is a consequence of a relatively weak form [2] of Kronecker's theorem.
Let 0 be an integral domain which has the following property : Whenever each coefficient of the product of a linear polynomial f(X) =aoX+ai Since vw divides each coefficient of the left-hand side of this equation, it follows from the hypothesis that vw divides uw, and hence v divides u. This implies that a is in 0, which completes the proof.
